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Introduction

This project is an investigation into the inner workings of the Reddit social network. Reddit is an online social
community where members (known as redditors) can post information like text, audio, video, images, or any
combination thereof, for other members to view and comment on. Reddit is divided into subreddits, which are
smaller named groups, dedicated to a specific topic or theme with its own community rules, regulations,
moderation. Community members, can subscribe to these subreddits and view new posts as they are uploaded to
the site.

This investigation focused on the connections between subreddits and the community structure that exists within
the network. The data collected and analyzed is from the two day period between April 17 and April 19, 2021 and
consists of all posts to subreddits containing more than 100,000 members. There were numerous challenges that
arose while collecting data and modeling the network, including bot detection. While bots are part of the Reddit
community, some of them act differently than the human users, which are the focus of this study. For this reason,
nine bots were identified and removed from the data based on the frequency and volume of their activity over the
two day period. These bots were u/regian24, u/AutoModerator, u/sefn19, u/4ghdtokurwa, u/casualphilosopher1,
u/TigerWoodsPenise, u/QuantumMight, u/malditaseacono, u/lindajold. There are additional bots that were not
detected and removed. These bots were treadted as normal redditors for the purpose of this study.

The network was modeled as follows. Each of the subreddits with more than 100,000 subscribers are represented
as a vertex. When any two subreddits have submission authors in common, an edge connects the two vertices.
This edge is given a weight based on the number of distinct authors shared by these two subreddits.

There are many limitations of this model that need to be addressed. Primarily, the artificial cap on the data by the
constraint of a two day period will limit the generalization of the data to the network at large. However, it is still
possible to use this data to gain a deeper understanding of the community using a time slice as long as one keeps
in mind that this is only a snapshot. Additionally, comments were not included in the data set. While comment data
is important for understanding the Reddit network, comment data is read by far fewer users than main submissions
and for this reason, is less influential to the spread of ideas on the overall network.

## IGRAPH 16dac87 U-W- 1900 20408 --  
## + attr: label (v/c), posts (v/n), members (v/n), id (v/c), Edge Label 
## | (e/c), weight (e/n), id (e/c)

This network consists of 1900 nodes (subreddits) and 20409 edges (shared authors). Data collected contains the
number of posts to that subreddit during this time period and the number of subscribers to that subreddit. The
edges are weighted by the number of authors shared between two subreddits.
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This table shows a snapshot of the top ten subreddits by subscriber numbers.

Model
<chr>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

funny 36151823 517

AskReddit 32211242 995

gaming 29767245 611

aww 28518317 977

Music 27340333 811

pics 27230237 954

science 26305596 52

worldnews 26278181 271

todayilearned 25396318 118

videos 25145213 435

1-10 of 10 rows

The popularity of this social network is apparent in the subscriber numbers of these subgroups. The names of the
subreddits give a picture of the varying themes that a subreddit can embody. The network draws people from all
over the world and since users can create their own subreddits, there is a group, and usually more than one, for
nearly every topic imaginable.

The following chart shows the breakdown of subreddit membership.
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The histogram shows that the majority of the subreddits in this study have below 10 million subscribers, my some
have nearly 40 million.

The level of posting activity varies widely among these subreddits, with more than 40 subreddits having little to no
activity, and three subreddits approaching 1000 posts over the two day time period.
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Before investigating Reddit, I hypothesized that this shared authorship network would be highly connected, with
many subreddits sharing authors with many other subreddits. I expected that these connections were unlikely to
be random but rather part of a complex community structure. I expected to find that redditors use the network to
explore a wide range of topics. I find it likely that for most, they focus on general areas such as crafting, video
games, or some other general interest area. Some of the subreddits are redundant, as in they share the same
overall theme such as 90dayfiance and 90dayfianceuncensored, and I expect that these redundant groups will be
likely to share authors in addition to the subreddits that are similar thematically like Science and Physics for
instance.

Macroscopic

This network it is not completely connected, but is made up of 126  components. This feature is surprising
because when comparing the mean degree of 21.4821053  and log|V| of 7.5496092  we would expect the graph to
be connected, as mean degree is significantly greater than the log|v| [2]. Further investigation into the various
components uncovers more details.

##  
##    1 1775  
##  125    1

The above table shows that the graph is made up of a single giant component of 1775 vertices and 125 isolates.
Of the 1900 subreddits, 125 of them did not share an author with any other. Of course this does not mean these
subreddits are completely isolated within the overall Reddit social community, but they are isolated from these
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largest subreddits during this two day time period.

Before examining the connected giant cluster, these isolates deserve investigation. A quick look at the top ten
isolated subreddits sorted by membership uncovered the following:

Subreddit
<chr>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

IAmA 21003796 2

InternetIsBeautiful 15700629 6

Fitness 8151306 5

malefashionadvice 3026228 14

YouShouldKnow 2934753 8

GifRecipes 2795981 2

frugalmalefashion 2305862 9

Roadcam 2135313 15

foodhacks 2063310 6

FiftyFifty 1868071 9

1-10 of 10 rows

From these first 10 we can see that there is not likely to be a correlation between node isolation and subscriber
numbers, considering IAmA subreddit has more than 21 million subscribers. However, the number of posts seems
more likely to be relevant because despite these 10 subreddits having a combined membership of
6.1985249\times 10^{7}  , there were only 76  posts. Sorting the list of isolates by highest number of posts first

identifies these top 10 subreddits.

Subreddit
<chr>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

afkarena 247010 135

HFY 178847 73

sportsbook 215752 55

wine 153223 50

homegym 349267 40

bulletjournal 240009 39

powerwashingporn 1077321 35

darkestdungeon 150639 34

nhaa 457735 27
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Subreddit
<chr>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

crossfit 247419 27

1-10 of 10 rows

The highest number of posts in the isolates is only 135. The average number of posts in an isolated subreddit is
11.296  while the average number of posts in the giant component is 123.1735211 . There is a stark difference in

these metrics. The average number of posts in giant component is almost as high as the very top of the isolated
subreddits. Therefore, it is plausible to say that the isolates do not share authors because the pool of authors is
quite small to begin with. There are of course likely domain reasons for why some of these are isolated. Take for
instance IAmA. This subreddit is one where people with specialized skills or inside knowledge answer questions
about their fields. People who create threads in this subreddit are not your everyday average redditor and while
posts in this subreddit can draw tens of thousands of comments, only one or two people tend to post here daily.
Another interesting example is HFY. This subreddit is dedicated to writing, where authors can post samples of their
work to try to attract readers. Crossfit is a subreddit for a group of people known to have a adamant dedication to
their sport. Homegym is likely to attract authors who have questions about setting up and maintaing their exercise
spaces at home. Such specialized subreddits seem less likely to draw authors who post in multiple subreddits over
a two day period.

One other subreddit in the isolates worth mentioning is afkarena because I was most surprised to find it on this list.
Afkarena is a subreddit focused on a single, popular role playing game. It has 247k subscribers and had 135 posts
over the two day period and being a game related subreddit I would expect it to be connected to the giant
component with at least one shared author. I expect that it is likely that on a different time slice, afkarena would not
be an isolate, however there may also be some characteristics about the community that plays this game that
leads to the isolation.

Ultimately, my analysis of the isolated nodes comes down to the relative inactivity and small pool of authors
combined with various domain related features of these smaller communities that draw in authors who are
particularly interested in these specific subreddits.

Moving on from the isolates, metrics show that the Subreddit Network has a mean degree of 21.4821053  and a
mean weighted degree of 30.02 . These metrics suggest a highly connected network of subreddits, as each edge
represents a pair of subreddits that share at least one author.

The heavily tailed degree distribution points to a number of hubs within the network that draw many highly active
authors. It remains to be seen if these authors tend to post within communities that are defined by a specific theme
or if they cross thematic boundaries, as this will be investigated later in the project.

The following charts show the degree distribution of the network.
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The degree distribution is heavily tailed, which is not unexpected. A substantial portion of subreddits have 20 or
less authors in common with other subreddits. However, a deeper examination of the low end of the degree
spectrum shows that there are very few subreddits who share less than 5 authors. This result is strong support for
the idea that these subreddits are highly interconnected and that a rich community structure will emerge under
further investigation.

When identifying the nature of a network, it is necessary to see what metrics are characteristic of the natural
network itself and what characteristics can be explained by its structure. Thus, it is essential to compare the
subreddit network to random networks that share structural characteristics [2].

Three random networks were generated. A G(n,m) graph, a rewired graph (run on only the connected component),
and configuration model. The results are as follows:

## IGRAPH 174b045 U-W- 1775 20408 --  
## + attr: label (v/c), posts (v/n), members (v/n), id (v/c), deg (v/n), 
## | w_deg (v/n), Edge Label (e/c), weight (e/n), id (e/c)

##  
##    1 1775  
##  125    1
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## IGRAPH 174e88a U--- 1900 20408 -- SR G(n,m) Erdos renyi (gnm) graph 
## + attr: name (g/c), type (g/c), loops (g/l), m (g/n)

## IGRAPH 175788b U--- 1775 20408 -- SR Config Degree sequence random graph 
## + attr: name (g/c), method (g/c)

## IGRAPH 1da12f0 U-W- 1900 20408 -- Internet Routers Rewired 
## + attr: name (g/c), label (v/c), posts (v/n), members (v/n), id (v/c), 
## | deg (v/n), w_deg (v/n), Edge Label (e/c), weight (e/n), id (e/c)

First, mean distance is almost identical in all four models, with the natural network having only a sightly higher
value, less that 0.1. This suggests that the structure of the network can explain the mean distance and it is not do
to the specific connections within the natural network. Transitivity, the idea that if node A and C are connected and
A and B are connected, that B and C will also be connected through triangular closure, is much higher in the
natural network than in any of the random networks, and this is expected as social networks tend to have higher
rates to triangular closure than random networks [4]. Still, this metric is interesting in this case because this
network is not modeled on interactions and friendships between people but rather on the relationships between
groups of authors in subreddits. There was no guarantee that such a network would have high transitivity. Degree
assortativity is close to 0, but it is not 0, and it is positive, while the rewired and config models have a negative
value and G(n,m) is nearly 0 on every iteration. This discrepancy suggests that there is some relationship between
nodes of similar degree, though this effect is not drastic. Still, higher degree nodes will have authors that post to
multiple subreddits, so it is likely that there will be overlap, and the popularity of certain subreddits may draw
authors who are interested in reaching the most eyes.

Mesoscopic

While a macroscopic overview of the network uncovered the basic structure, the details of a possible underlying
community structure remain to be seen. To analyze the communities found within the subreddit network, I first
analyzed non-overlapping communities using the Infomap algorithm. Infomap was chosen over Louvain because
of the Louvain algorithm is known to have a resolution limit [2]. Still, I tested both for completeness, and when
comparing results of the two algorithms, Louvain found significantly fewer communities, giving a far less detailed
view of the network structure. Isolates were removed from the graph before running these algorithms as they have
no bearing on community structure.

Model
<chr>

V
<int>

E
<dbl>

meandist
<dbl>

global_transitivity
<dbl>

local_transitivity
<dbl>

compone…
<dbl>

deg

Subreddits 1900 20408 2.852245 0.20953656 0.28416007 126 0.0

G(n,m) 1900 20408 2.775835 0.01156411 0.01158811 1 -0.0

Config 1775 20408 2.721980 0.06452850 0.07579363 1 -0.0

Rewire 1900 20408 2.733057 0.06708983 0.07675686 126 -0.0

4 rows
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Infomap uncovered 140  communities within the giant component. An overview of community sizes is detailed in
the table below. The top value is the number of nodes in the partition and the bottom value is the number of
occurrences of this partition makeup.

##  
##   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  21  22  
##  10  10  19   9  10  16  11   9   5   3   3   6   3   4   1   1   1   2   1   1  
##  23  25  27  29  30  32  44  52  94 106 267  
##   2   3   1   1   2   1   1   1   1   1   1

These numbers offer initial support for the hypothesis that there is a deeper community structure within the overall
Reddit social community. There is a large variation among component size, ranging from 9 pairs to a large, 267
member subreddit community.

The following graphic shows a visualization of the communities identified by Infomap. Nodes are colored by
partition, sized by weighted degree, and laid out using the Force Atlas 2 algorithm with lin log mode. A higher
resolution image can be found in the images folder: SubredditsInfomapHighres.pdf

Subreddits Colored by Infomap Partition

Of course, it is a near certainty that many of these communities overlap, yet there are essential details to be
gleaned through investigating these partitions.
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The largest community is colored red and can be seen in the center of this visualization. An isolated view can be
seen below.

Meme Infomap Partition

The following table shows a brief breakdown of the top ten subreddits in the partition, ordered by weighted degree.
The weighted degree metric shows the depth of the interconnected nature of this community. The high number of
posts in all of these subreddits, combined with the millions of subscribers, paints a picture of incredibly active
subreddits at the heart of this cluster.

Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

dankmemes 605 4882176 992

pics 538 27230237 954

memes 495 15428250 994

aww 423 28518317 977

meme 416 1533544 686

interestingasfuck 365 8001957 407

HolUp 317 1793676 672

funny 308 36151823 517

cats 274 2780915 999

MadeMeSmile 270 3189796 241

1-10 of 10 rows
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Interestingly, the bond that ties this community together is immediately obvious from the names of these first 10
subreddits, memes. Reddit, as a community, is one where memes are prevalent throughout but it appears at its
heart is this community of members. It is likely that many of the memes are shared between subreddits and these
high degree nodes are hubs for information that is brought into the community from other social networks. Even if
the actual memes are not shared, trends are likely to be set here. Pagerank is a metric originally developed to rank
websites by relative importance based on link structure [3], but can be effective at identifying nodes of importance
in most networks. An investigation of the pagerank of the nodes within the partition identifies dankmemes as the
most influential node in the community followed by memes. This result is surprising, as the roughly 5 million
subscribers of dankmemes is dwarfed by the more than 15 million subscribers to memes, and the 36 million of
funny, suggesting that membership is not synonymous with popularity. Interestingly, the memes subreddit was
started in 2008, while dankmemes was not created until 2015. Knowing this, one may question what percentage of
memes subscribers are still active in the community and if the age of a subreddit could negatively affect its
centrality in the network. This would be an interesting area to study for future research.

Still, these numbers make it clear that redditors who share memes, do so on many different subreddits. However,
there are more than just general based meme subreddits in this community and I believe that multiple additional
overlapping communities would be detected within this partition.

The second largest subreddit community identified by the Infomap algorithm is just as interesting as the first.

Advice Infomap Partition

The following table shows the top 10 subreddits in this community , ordered by weighted degree. As in the meme
community, these 10 subreddits are highly active, though their weighted degree and membership numbers are
considerably lower than the meme community.

Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

NoStupidQuestions 342 2250676 995
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Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

Advice 227 538623 996

relationship_advice 178 5054885 994

depression 174 755809 671

dating_advice 146 2670145 474

mentalhealth 121 241083 420

SuicideWatch 121 275974 709

offmychest 120 2481271 655

TooAfraidToAsk 112 1216906 312

TrueOffMyChest 111 918887 362

1-10 of 10 rows

These 10, and nearly all of these subreddits are focused on mental health and advice. The Reddit community is a
place where people can ask questions on many topics, but sensitive topics are central to the community identity,
so it is not surprising to find such a large partition of high degree subreddits focused on advice on relationships,
mental health, and other similar themes.

NoStupidQuestions not only has the highest weighted degree, but also has the highest pagerank of this
community. This subreddit is a place where people can ask any question at all and almost every question receives
multiple responses in the form of comments. It is not surprising to find this subreddit at the heart of a large
community as the wide range of topics will draw people from many disciplines with diverse interests. Additionally, it
is likely that these subreddits help create and maintain the culture of question and answer in Reddit. The tens of
millions of redditors who subscribe to these groups see modeled behavior and take that behavior with them in the
smaller subreddits.

The third largest community is visualized below.
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News Infomap Partition

The following table shows the top 10 subreddits in this partition ordered by weighted degree.

Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

politics 213 7517776 319

europe 170 2783618 286

worldnews 170 26278181 271

Coronavirus 124 2359627 166

technology 108 10554271 54

india 87 567406 301

news 84 23164482 87

Conservative 79 781349 332

Bad_Cop_No_Donut 73 513896 106

Libertarian 67 479478 109

1-10 of 10 rows

From the names of the subreddits, one can deduce that politics and news are the central theme of this partition.
While the weighted degree and number of posts are lower than the first two communities investigated, this
community has some thought-provoking characteristics.
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The news subreddit epitomizes the interesting feature of this community. While it has more than 23 million
subscribers, it only had 87 posts. However, it has a weighted degree of 84, suggesting that nearly every post was
written by an author who wrote posts in other subreddits. This feature is prevalent in the other subreddits as well.
Technology for instance has 54 posts but a weighted degree of 108. These authors are highly active, far more
active than the previously investigated communities. Looking at the number of subscribers and the theme of this
partition, one can make the assumption that these highly active authors are interested in spreading their
information, or misinformation to as many eyes as possible within the general area of news and politics.
Furthermore, it would not be surprising to find that many of these posts are written by bots and could in fact be
similar in nature or even identical.

It makes sense that the Politics subreddit is the subreddit with the highest weighted degree in this partition
because it is a forum for ideas across the political spectrum. Thus, we would expect to see right wing and left wing
authors posting here who also post in other more politically biased subreddits. In this sense, Politics will act as a
bridge between many different groups. Looking at the visualization, we see that evidence for this assumption.

The Infomap partitioning algorithm successfully uncovered evidence for the deep community structure of this
network. Authors of posts do not merely post in one subreddit, nor do most of them post randomly throughout the
overall network. In fact, there is evidence that redditors tend to use groups that have similar themes, but also
similarly named subreddits as seen in the below visualization.

Tales From Partition

There are numerous subreddits in this closely connected partition with the words “tales from” in their name,
suggesting that similarly named subreddits may draw in the same groups of users.

Going even further down this line of reasoning, there is evidence that redundant subreddits share authors as well,
as shown in the skyrim/elder scrolls and dungeons and dragons partitions below.
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Skyrim Infomap Partition

Dungeons and Dragons Infomap Partition

This relatively brief investigation into the Subreddit network’s Infomap partitions uncovered evidence of a rich
community, but these partitions tell a simplified story, as actors within a social network rarely, if ever, belong to a
single community. Instead, they belong to several, overlapping communities [2].
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## IGRAPH 311888a U-W- 2388 24591 --  
## + attr: label (v/c), posts (v/n), members (v/n), id (v/c), deg (v/n), 
## | w_deg (v/n), comm_infomap (v/n), degree (v/n), strength (v/n), 
## | page_rank (v/n), betweenness (v/n), comm_p (v/l), Edge Label (e/c), 
## | weight (e/n), id (e/c)

Link communities takes the approach that communities can be identified as interrelated links rather than nodes
with many links between them. This approach partitions links instead of nodes, as in the Infomap algorithm, and
allows nodes to be in multiple, overlapping communities [1].

The linkcomm package in R identified these 10 subreddits as being connected to the most link communities in the
subreddit shared authorship network. However, it is not clear if these are link communities with a great deal of
overlap, suggesting that these nodes are the reason for this overlap, or if they are part of distinct groups, which
would suggest that they bridge many different subreddit subject areas, drawing authors with a variety of interests.

Subreddits
<chr>

Number_of_Communities
<dbl>

MadeMeSmile 60

nextfuckinglevel 57

HolUp 52

Damnthatsinteresting 50

meme 49

politics 47

interestingasfuck 45

Eyebleach 44

memes 43

NatureIsFuckingLit 42

1-10 of 10 rows

It is necessary to investigate these two possibilities to gain a deeper understanding of an actor’s role in the
network. Below is a table ranking nodes in the most communities weighted by how distinct the community is from
other communities that the same node belongs to.

Subreddits
<chr>

Community_Weight
<dbl>

MadeMeSmile 38.37889

nextfuckinglevel 36.98771
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Subreddits
<chr>

Community_Weight
<dbl>

HolUp 34.20779

Damnthatsinteresting 32.51544

politics 32.29610

meme 31.44350

Eyebleach 27.68362

interestingasfuck 27.44552

memes 26.97798

NatureIsFuckingLit 26.77202

1-10 of 10 rows

Interestingly, little has changed between overall membership and this list. MadeMeSmile remains in first position,
with nextfuckinglevel close behind. After investigating these subreddits, their mass appeal becomes clear. Both
subreddits are focused on funny, heartwarming, and inspirational memes and videos designed to fill their members
with positively, but not an any specific ideology. Other than politics, the remaining top 10 are all subreddits that are
designed to bring a light hearted laugh, inspiration, or pleasant feeling. Eyebleach, for instance, is a subreddit
where people post images and memes of adorable animals and is seen as a place to go after seeing something
offensive or disheartening. Politics, on the other hand, is a starkly different subreddit from these other 9. Politics is
exactly what it sounds like, a place where users post and discuss us political news articles and topics.

However, Politics also has mass appeal, though in a different way than the meme based subreddits. Politics draws
community members with varying beliefs who may not use Reddit specifically for the purposes of news. So,
authors who post in politics are likely to be members of many other link communities.

This analysis reveals that the subreddits that attract the most diverse group of authors tend to be ones without any
obvious ideology or bias. That does not mean that the subreddit cannot stir controversy, as a perusal of politics will
prove, but that people of many ideologies can get something out of the posts on that community. It also shows the
power of positivity in the network. It is uplifting to see that MadeMeSmile part of the most interconnected
communities, as it suggests that MadeMeSmile is that subreddit that bridges these communities together.

Additionally, these subreddits are likely to be trendsetters and hubs for information. A post or a news article may
first appear in the Politics subreddit, but later be reposted by a shared author in a right or left wing themed
subreddit.

Diversity aside, similarity is also a factor to examine. Using the community connectedness type, linkcomm will
weight the subreddits that are part of the most highly connected link communities. The following table shows the
top ten results.

Subreddits
<chr>

Community_Connectedness
<dbl>

cats 1552.9835
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Subreddits
<chr>

Community_Connectedness
<dbl>

MadeMeSmile 1279.1868

nextfuckinglevel 1165.7940

meme 1147.7268

interestingasfuck 1123.1227

Eyebleach 1066.6355

HolUp 1066.2922

Damnthatsinteresting 937.8507

TankPorn 927.4001

memes 918.3450

1-10 of 10 rows

Many of these subreddits appear on both lists, MadeMeSmile, meme, and nextfucking level for example. These
nodes are central to the overall community, drawing in authors with many different interests but also conneting to
similarly themed subreddits. However, cats, a subreddit that did not appear in the community weight table, is at the
very top of this list, with a considerably higher score than the second place. This would suggest that cats is highly
connected to other link communities that have high similarity metrics. In domain terms, this could mean that
authors who post in cats are more similar to one another than they are different, where as MadeMeSmile has a
significant author population who is diverse as well as some who are similar. Tank Porn, a military themed
subreddit, is another subreddit that did not appear in the community weight table. This suggests that TankPorn is
part of many similar communities as well.
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TankPorn Subreddit

The graphic above shows the various links connected to the tankporn subreddit. Tankporn has a weighted degree
of 88 , far lower than the weighted degree of the subreddit below, memes, at a value of 495 . This divergence in
the metric tells us something interesting about TankPorn, but also about the communities it belongs to.

The link communities containing TankPorn as a member are likely highly interconnected. Looking at the
visualization above, there are two main InfoMap node partitions with many direct links to TankPorn, identified with
two shades of blue. TankPorn also connects with a few other communities, but the links to those nodes scant. This
suggests that the blue InfoMap partitions have many overlapping communities themselves and these communities
have node similarity. Additionally, this information suggests that TankPorn is serving as a central uniting member of
most of these communities. A likely reason for this is that TankPorn is a highly specialized topic that has little
appeal outside of military enthusiasts, and even among them, interest in not likely to inspire mass appeal, but
those who enjoy Tanks, also may share other common interests and for that reason they are using Reddit in
similar ways.

The previous metrics uncovered a number of subreddits that play a central role in the link communities, but it is
also necessary to look deeper into the communities themselves. The following table shows the top 10 communities
ordered by their connectivity. Community connectedness refers to how interconnected the community is with other
communities in the network, while community modularity identifies communities that are highly intraconnected.
Essentially, Community Connectedness measures community overlap, while community modularity, the inverse of
community connectedness, measures the lack of overlap.

The following table shows the top 10 communities scoring highest on interconnectedness.

##      462      551      449      454      382      452      389      456  
## 31.81645 29.74569 28.91942 28.00617 27.13642 27.02770 26.96247 26.91898  
##      384      549  
## 26.87549 26.83200

What subreddits will be part of these highly connected, central link communities? As expected, community 462
(listed below), has many of the top 10 most central subreddits, such as nextfuckinglevel, Damnthatsinteresting,
and MadeMeSmile, among others.

##  [1] "nextfuckinglevel"      "interestingasfuck"     "MadeMeSmile"           
##  [4] "Damnthatsinteresting"  "Eyebleach"             "cats"                  
##  [7] "NatureIsFuckingLit"    "gifs"                  "woahdude"              
## [10] "forza"                 "rarepuppers"           "IllegallySmolCats"     
## [13] "suspiciouslyspecific"  "ContagiousLaughter"    "fakehistoryporn"       
## [16] "Justrolledintotheshop" "HongKong"              "RBI"                   
## [19] "Pizza"                 "startrek"              "excel"                 
## [22] "espresso"              "Instagram"             "asmr"                  
## [25] "BitLifeApp"            "XXXTENTACION"          "leanfire"              
## [28] "Cartalk"               "Dreams"                "EnterTheGungeon"       
## [31] "longrange"             "spongebob"             "vmware"                
## [34] "TopGear"
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Link Community 462

Visualizing the nodes in this link community delivers somewhat surprising results. This link community consists of
two groups from different Infomap partitions. The first group, with the larger nodes is the largest Infomap
community, which I described earlier as the meme group. However, the second Infomap partition is the fifth largest
and the top 10 nodes are listed in the table below.

Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

apexlegends 127 1457447 987

Persona5 106 306916 178

StardewValley 101 818746 328

Warthunder 97 219090 482

MortalKombat 88 248449 263

SmashBrosUltimate 85 418621 234

FinalFantasy 84 269345 81

horizon 74 149332 53

PS4 74 4317334 72

Witcher3 74 166238 71

1-10 of 10 rows
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This list does not have an obvious underlying theme, but rather contains a wide variety of topics. Looking at the
page rank within this group shows that 3 of the top 5 nodes ranked by pagerank are included in link community
462. Those Subreddits are EnterTheGungeon, espresso, and rarepuppers. This highly connected community
make up suggests that while there are many cohesive subreddit groups, there are also many others that combine
peoples diverse interests, suggesting at the different ways people may utilize Reddit.

In the second highest scored community, 551, we see a number of familiar names as well. More than half of the
subreddits have the word meme in their names.

##  [1] "dankmemes"             "HolUp"                 "wholesomememes"        
##  [4] "cursedcomments"        "blursedimages"         "me_irl"                
##  [7] "PewdiepieSubmissions"  "memes"                 "meme"                  
## [10] "antimeme"              "MemeTemplatesOfficial" "Memes_Of_The_Dank"     
## [13] "MemeEconomy"

Link Community 551

Community 551 is made up of a single section of the meme Infomap partition. The node size represents weighted
degree, suggesting that these are all highly connected subreddits. Visually, it is apparent that most of these these
are all high weighted degree nodes, which means they have many authors active in many different subreddits. The
table below confirms this information, although wholesomememes is not nearly as active. Yet wholesome memes
does have a weighted degree to posts ratio of 1.4, indicating that very few, if any authors post only in this
subreddit.

Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

dankmemes 605 4882176 992
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Subreddit
<chr>

Weighted Degree
<dbl>

Subscribers
<dbl>

Posts
<dbl>

memes 495 15428250 994

meme 416 1533544 686

HolUp 317 1793676 672

PewdiepieSubmissions 233 3534021 694

me_irl 205 4952081 417

blursedimages 175 2021277 324

cursedcomments 170 2676649 702

Memes_Of_The_Dank 134 714089 206

wholesomememes 70 9277551 50

1-10 of 10 rows

The third community does not follow suit. The list of names consists of an eclectic group of subreddits, who for
some reason are connected through mutual authorship. However, it does make sense that this community would
be highly connected as it contains a variety of themes. One would expect Pizza to be connected to a different set
of overlapping communities than spongebob or TopGear.

##  [1] "videos"                "gifs"                  "ContagiousLaughter"    
##  [4] "rarepuppers"           "fakehistoryporn"       "woahdude"              
##  [7] "Justrolledintotheshop" "suspiciouslyspecific"  "HongKong"              
## [10] "RBI"                   "Pizza"                 "startrek"              
## [13] "excel"                 "espresso"              "Instagram"             
## [16] "asmr"                  "forza"                 "BitLifeApp"            
## [19] "XXXTENTACION"          "leanfire"              "Cartalk"               
## [22] "Dreams"                "EnterTheGungeon"       "longrange"             
## [25] "spongebob"             "vmware"                "TopGear"
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Link Community 449

The visualization above shows link community 449. The visualization shows that while interconnected, these
nodes are spread out, suggesting that their links are pulling them in various directions, with Videos subreddit being
pulled into the center of the visualization, indicating at the large central influence that this node plays in the overall
network.

One other highly connected community worth examining in this list is community 389.

##  [1] "Warthunder"         "Overwatch"          "halo"               
##  [4] "Breath_of_the_Wild" "zelda"              "SmashBrosUltimate"  
##  [7] "PS4"                "cyberpunkgame"      "MonsterHunter"      
## [10] "EscapefromTarkov"   "ElderScrolls"       "MonsterHunterWorld" 
## [13] "wow"                "Warframe"           "FinalFantasy"       
## [16] "elderscrollsonline" "GrandTheftAutoV"    "thedivision"        
## [19] "kingdomcome"        "BattlefieldV"       "Tekken"             
## [22] "MortalKombat"       "KingdomHearts"      "subnautica"         
## [25] "StreetFighter"      "thelastofus"        "splatoon"           
## [28] "arma"               "horizon"            "PUBG"

This community is entirely made up of video game themed subreddits, and is highly similar to another on the list,
384. I find this community makeup particularly interesting because one might expect that these subreddits would
be connected to other gaming communities only, which would not have them scoring high on this list. However,
what this suggests is that these games are drawing in people with many diverse interests besides video games.

Conversely, it information can be drawn from looking at the opposite metric, community modularity.

The following table shows the top 10 communities scoring highest on community modularity.
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##      129       59      436       11      211      357      595      288  
## 6.271344 4.598986 2.967088 2.759392 2.463742 2.299493 2.139063 2.071615  
##      286      329  
## 1.970994 1.916244

An examination of members in community 129, the link community that scored highest on community modularity
shows the following subreddit makeup.

This community scored very high in community modularity compared to even the second highest community.
There are only 3 subreddits in this group and from the names it is clear that this community is focused on cheap
food and cooking at home.

## [1] "recipes"            "budgetfood"         "EatCheapAndHealthy"

However, this link community underscores the highly connected nature of this network because these nodes are
far from isolated. They are also part of overlapping communities, such as 118 and 438. The members of 438 are
displayed below.

## [1] "FoodPorn"           "EatCheapAndHealthy" "recipes"            
## [4] "budgetfood"         "sushi"              "steak"

This section of the network is visualized below, showing that while this community is relatively isolated from most
of the overall subreddit network, it is connected with FoodPorn, a subreddit with a weighted degree of 180 ,
3.740827\times 10^{6}  members, and 378  posts.

Link Community 129

Microscopic
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This network has shown to have a complex macro structure, as well as a rich community structure embedded
within. Important subreddits within the overall network have emerged throughout the analysis and this section will
take that inquiry further. All metrics used were calculated using edge weights.

## Warning in closeness(SR, weights = NA, normalized = TRUE): At centrality.c:
## 2784 :closeness centrality is not well-defined for disconnected graphs

## Warning in closeness(SR, weights = E(SR)$inv_weight, normalized = TRUE): At
## centrality.c:2617 :closeness centrality is not well-defined for disconnected 
## graphs

Weighted Degree

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted degree. A detailed, high
resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: WeightedDegreeOverview.pdf

Weighted Degree
<chr>

Eigenvector Centrality
<chr>

Hubs
<chr>

Page Rank
<chr>

Be
<c

dankmemes dankmemes dankmemes dankmemes pi

pics memes memes pics da

memes meme meme memes m

aww HolUp HolUp aww aw

meme pics pics meme ga

interestingasfuck aww aww NoStupidQuestions No

NoStupidQuestions PewdiepieSubmissions PewdiepieSubmissions gaming Ar

gaming Animemes Animemes interestingasfuck As

HolUp goodanimemes goodanimemes funny ca

funny interestingasfuck me_irl HolUp in

1-10 of 10 rows | 1-5 of 7 columns
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Weighted Degree Overview

Weighted degree is an essential metric for understanding important nodes in the shared author subreddit network
because each integer above 0 represents one author shared between two distinct subreddits. The visualization
shows that there is significant variation in the weighted degree values throughout the network, with more than a
few nodes standing out, particularly in the center of the graph. Throughout this project, we have identified these
nodes as central to the network, nodes like dankemes, memes, pics, meme, aww and others. These nodes draw
in some of the most most active posters, who post in many different subreddits and subcommunities, and have
many diverse interests. As such, these subreddits likely serve as sources of information for many different areas
as memes, images, and videos that may appear in more specifically themed subreddits also appear here in this
centrally located region of the overall community. They also serve as trendsetters and will draw in many authors
who are interested in gaining Karma points and awards due to the high volume of redditors who will lay eyes on
their posts.

Eigenvector Centrality

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted eigenvector centrality. A
detailed, high resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project:
EigenvectorCentralityOverview.pdf
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Eigenvector Centrality Overview

Eigenvector centrality extends the concept of degree in the sense that each vertex in the graph is given a score
and then the scores are modified based on the scores of neighboring nodes. As such, these scores represent the
importance and influence of a vertex based on the importance and influence of its neighbors [4].

The visualization above shows only a few standout nodes, confirmed in the histogram below. Only three subreddits
score above 0.6, and two 0.9 and higher.
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These three nodes are dankmemes, memes, and meme. Once again, this result confirms the influence of the
meme culture in reddit. Memes are pervasive and subreddits dedicated to them draw in the most connected
authors in the social community. Interestingly, holup, two anime related meme subreddits and
pewdiepiesubmissions have moved up significantly in the rankings under eigenvector centrality. This suggests that
the authors who post in these subreddits may not post in as many different subreddits as those in gaming for
example, they do post in more central subreddits.

Hub Centrality

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted hub centrality. A detailed, high
resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: EigenvectorCentralityOverview.pdf
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Hub Centrality Overview

Hubs centrality identifies nodes that point to others who are authorities in the network [4]. As this network is
undirected, the hubs centrality will identify important nodes who link to other nodes, not unlike eigenvector
centrality. Looking at the histogram of Hubs centrality, we see a similar breakdown, although there is far less
spread among the higher scoring nodes.
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Reviewing the top 10 subreddits by hubs centrality, we see little change in the results when compared to
eigenvector centrality, save the appearance of me_irl in the list. This further confirms the assumptions made about
the nodes identified in the previous section.

Page Rank

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted pagerank. A detailed, high
resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: PageRankOverview.pdf
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Page Rank Overview

Pagerank was developed by google to solve the problem of measuring the importance of websites [3]. This
problem was needed because eigenvector centrality did not take into effect the problem of a high centrality vertex
giving all of its centrality value equally to all of the vertices that it points to, thus preventing measuring undue
influence in the network [4].
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Both the visualization and histogram show the differences between eigenvector centrality and pagerank.
Interestingly, the pagerank top 10 is almost identical to the weighted degree top 10.
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In fact, the weighted degree distribution has a similar curve to it, providing further evidence for the the link between
these two metrics.

Betweenness Centrality

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted betweenness centrality. A
detailed, high resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: BetweennessOverview.pdf
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Betweenness Centrality Overview

Betweenness centrality measures shortest paths between two vertices that go through the vertex being measured
[4]. In such, it essentially identifies subreddits that may serve as a link between subreddits that do not share
authors.

Consider a case of 5 subreddits, a, b, c, d, and e. If a shares authors with b and d shares authors with e, but b and
d both share authors with c, it is possible that information may pass between all 5 of these subreddits by their
connection to vertex c. 
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Pics has moved into the top spot for betweenness. This may be because pics lies between the meme subreddits
and others who have authors who want to post picture but not memes. Looking more closely at pics in the
following visualization gives an idea of the spread of its connections.

Pics Subreddit Closeup
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Thus, it is likely that pics is also an information hub and that authors may see ideas here and spread them to the
more distant reaches of the network.

Closeness Centrality

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by weighted closeness centrality. A detailed,
high resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: ClosenessOverview.pdf

Closeness Centrality Overview

Closeness is the measure of meand distance froma vertex to other vertices [4]. In this network, closeness
uncovers little information other than no nodes are particularly closer than any others.
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A look at the histogram shows that the isolates have a closeness metric of 0, while every other node falls within
0.001 of one another.

Weighted Degree to Posts Ratio

The following visualization shows the entire network with nodes sized by the ratio of Weighted Degree to Post. A
detailed, high resolution version can be found in the Images folder of the project: DegreePostRatioOverview.pdf
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Closeness Centrality Overview

I chose the following metric based on the idea that if a subreddit has a higher weighted degree (number of shared
authors) to number of posts ratio, it would signify that this node may be a location that spreads ideas throughout
the network, or at least within its link communities.

There are only a few nodes that scored above 4 in this metric, but one that stands out above all others, with a
score of 12.5 .
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This node is nevertellmetheodds . This subreddit has a weighted degree of 25  and 2  posts.

Even though this subreddit has very few posts, its an intriguing case because of the high number of links. The
authors who post in this subreddit are very active in other areas. These connections are visualized below.
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nevertellmetheodds Subreddit

The subreddit BetterEveryLoop is another interesting case. With a weighted degree of 36  and only 5  posts, it is
clear that the authors who post here are highly active in other areas. The connections are visualized below.

Better Every Loop Subreddit

While these subreddits may not gain the high traffic of dankmemes and those like it with hundreds of posts over a
two day period, they do get attention from some of the same authors who post in those larger subreddits,
suggesting they do serve a purpose within the network for spreading memes, videos, and ideas.

Conclusion

This project successfully uncovered substantial community structure hidden within the overall Reddit online social
community as well as identified many important nodes usage trends. Hundreds of interconnected overlapping
communities exist in the network, some similar thematically and others that bridge many different themes. A future
line of research could be to investigate these communities among subreddits with lower membership numbers.
One influence that may lead to the spread of the authorship network is Reddit’s suggestions algorithm. It tends to
prioritize similarity to a new user’s first few subscriptions, but also recommends the most popular subreddits,
drawing in more and more diverse personalities.

The study also showed that there are a few themes that are central to the overall network such as memes, politics,
and video games. It would be interesting to learn about the split among gender and age among these communities
and see what influence this sort of demographic information plays in how people utilize Reddit.

Finally, the project identified many hubs within the network such as dankmemes and mademesmile. Interestingly,
having the highest number of subscribers did not automatically equate to centrality within the network. However,
some of these hubs stood out, drawing in incredibly active authors who likely spread memes and trending themes
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to the far reaches of Reddit. An interesting area of research would be to examine the comment trees of these hubs
and see the true extent of the authority of these subreddits. I expect their influence is even greater than what was
showin in this project.

Ultimately, it is necessary to finish with a final caveat regarding the limitations of this data set. As it is a time slice
of two days, the subreddits examined were only those with more than 100,000 subscribers, and comment data
was excluded, the network model is incomplete. As such, generalizations can be difficult to make with complete
certainty, though the trends and general conclusions will likely hold up under further scrutiny.
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